Touchless Technology for a
Post-Covid World
Increase workplace safety with touchless technology from NCS
Workplaces around the world are learning to adapt in the wake of COVID-19. In the
new normal, we’re all more aware of everything we touch, especially in the office.
Door handles, light switches, elevator buttons, stair railings. The list goes on. How
can we keep people safe without interfering with their ability to work and live? As
businesses reimagine their workspaces, new technology can help create a safer
environment.

The CDC says
businesses should
reduce common
touchpoints in the
office. Any items
that can’t be
removed should be
cleaned frequently.

Before the pandemic, touchless technology was just a cool feature. Now, they have
gone from nice-to-have to essential safety tools.

Environmental Sensors

Smart Cameras

Integrate your systems using PoE to monitor and
control CO2 levels, humidity, air quality and
other areas of your HVAC system.

Use thermal imaging cameras, scanners and
occupancy sensors for people counting, potential
illness detection, and space management.

Mobile Room Control

Intelligent Meeting Rooms

No IP addresses to type, no passwords to
remember – simply open an app and go.
Employee’s personal device detects nearby AV
systems and auto connects.

Integrate with essential technologies like
occupancy sensors that turn systems on/off and
digital media products to enable wired
presentations and sharing.

Offices

Meetings On-The-Go

Room Scheduling

Quickly deploy video communications anywhere,
anytime with on-the-go meeting and
collaboration rooms out of any space.

Teleportivity Solutions

Optimize your meeting space with data on space
utilization, room cleanliness, and capacity.
Directly connects to most popular calendaring
platforms.

Conference Rooms

Access Control

Greet guests virtually, provide touchless sign-in
via a guest’s personal device, and offer guided
wayfinding assistance to their destination.

Multi-technology readers with a feature-rich
mobile app supports mobile & physical
credentials and allows upgrading access control
systems at your own pace.

Digital Signage & Hand Sanitizer
Kiosks

Mobile Credentials

The next logical step in public safety. Promote
your message when people stop to clean their
hands. Promotion with a purpose.

Enable building occupants to eliminate a
significant number of access touch points by
turning smartphones into secure access control
devices.

Lobby

The right touchless technology for your workplace
By minimizing face-to-face contact and touchpoints, you can protect your employees and guests from the moment they walk up to the door to the minute they
walk out. Today’s innovations in touchless technology enhance office safety without sacrificing security or accessibility. Automate your workplace with processes
and technology that interoperate to not only increase safety but create efficiencies that can save you money.

About NCS: Connecting The Communications Of Tomorrow
Network Cabling Services (NCS) was founded in 1981 in Houston, TX, a technology-driven, single-source solution provider for all our client’s audio visual, cabling
infrastructure, design-consulting, and networking and security needs. Since then, we have grown to more than 300 employees across six Texas locations while
expanding our services to in-building wireless systems to deliver public safety and cellular communications and network-powered lighting systems.
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